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Multi-object tracking (MOT) aims to discover interesting

foreground targets and meanwhile generate robust trajec-

tories of these targets with different data association algo-

rithms based on identity embedding features (Re-ID fea-

tures) [1] or motion cues [2]. During the past few decades,

some advanced MOT methods have achieved considerable

progress due to their wide range of applications in modern

autonomous driving and intelligent video analysis.

Despite the continuous progression of supervised track-

ing, the MOT task is still challenging due to the adverse

influence of crowded scenes including many heavily or com-

pletely occluded targets (for example, occluded persons) and

the limitation of manual identity labels for supervised train-

ing. The crowded scenes most likely bring unreliable de-

tection predictions and noisy embedding features or motion

predictions in the MOT task, and they adversely affect the

effective capability of the competing methods to generate

robust trajectories. To address the above problems, some

tracking-by-detection methods adopt expensive detectors to

obtain accurate detection predictions and suppress the ad-

verse influence of heavily occluded targets. Moreover, some

joint-detection-and-tracking methods aim to alleviate the

limitation of noisy embedding features (or motion predic-

tions). They simultaneously perform detection predicting

and identity embedding (or motion predicting) processes to

effectively discover and track heavily occluded targets and

suppress identity switches (IDS) in crowded scenes. Some

Transformer-based methods focus on extracting discrimina-

tive tracking queries and performing both detection and

data association sub-tasks in their unified detection and

tracking networks.

These supervised MOT methods heavily depend on man-

ual identity labels to extract discriminative intermediate fea-

tures for identifying multiple targets and associating them

into trajectories. In contrast, some weakly supervised meth-

ods [3,4] perform the MOT task by generating pseudo iden-

tity labels with detection predictions. However, the pseudo

identity labels contain many false or missing labels of heav-

ily occluded targets and adversely affect their network op-

timizations, resulting in noisy intermediate features in their

networks. To alleviate the above challenging problem, we

propose a wavelet-domain feature-decoupling Transformer-

based tracking network (FDMOT) for the weakly super-

vised MOT task. The proposed FDMOT effectively extracts

noise-decoupled intermediate features based on the differ-

ent wavelet coefficients of noise and target features in the

wavelet domain. Moreover, it further improves the embed-

ding features obtained from the identity embedding branch

to well-refined embedding features in the data association

branch.

Proposed method. We propose a feature-decoupling

Transformer-based network to decouple noisy features and

extract noise-decoupled intermediate features for detection,

identity embedding and data association. The proposed

feature-decoupling Transformer module (FDT) mainly con-

sists of a feature decoupler and two multi-layer perceptrons

(MLP). In particular, the feature decoupler component has

some variants in terms of convolution layers, i.e., none,

spatial-domain, Fourier-domain, and wavelet-domain con-

volution layers. Moreover, the MLP component includes

the following variants: FFN, RepMLP, ResMLP, and MLP-

Mixer. See the appendix for more details. Our FDMOT

takes the noisy intermediate features xn
t as input, and out-

puts the noise-decoupled intermediate features xd
t , which

can be written as follows:

xw
t = Conv[WT(xn

t )], (1)
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xw
t , (2)

xi
t = IWT[Conv(xm

t )] + MLPM (xn
t ), (3)

xd
t = MLPF [xi

t] + xi
t, (4)

where xw
t , xm

t and xi
t are the intermediate features to cal-

culate xd
t . WT(·), IWT(·) and Conv(·) respectively denote

the wavelet transform, the inverse-wavelet transform and

the feature extraction with convolution layers. MLPM (·)

and MLPF (·) denote the MLPMixer and FFN components.

d
x
w

t
and (xw)T are respectively the dimension and the

matrix transpose of xw
t . softmax(·) is the softmax func-

tion. Then, FDMOT extracts the reliable detection pre-

dictions dt and noise-decoupled embedding features et re-

spectively by the detection and identity embedding heads

of the two branches. We further perform feature decoupling

on the noise-decoupled embedding features to extract the
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Table 1 Comparisons of FDMOT with some state-of-the-art methods on the MOT20 test seta)

Method MOTA↑ IDF1↑ HOTA↑ MT↑ ML↓ IDS↓ FPS↑

FairMOT [1] 61.8 67.3 54.6 68.8 7.6 5243 13.2

ByteTrack [2] 77.8 75.2 61.3 69.2 9.5 1223 17.5

MeMOT [5] 63.7 66.1 54.1 57.5 14.3 1938 –

UTrack† [4] 68.5 69.4 – 57.9 12.2 2147 12.4

UEANet† [3] 73.0 75.6 58.6 55.0 13.9 1423 12.8

FDMOT (ours)† 72.8 76.0 59.5 59.3 12.0 1776 12.1

a) The symbol ‘†’ denotes that the method is based on weakly supervised training. For each metric, we mark the best result in

bold.

well-refined embedding features ewr
t with the above feature-

decoupling Transformer module, which can be written as

ewr

t = FDT(et), (5)

where FDT(·) denotes the feature-decoupling Transformer

module with the embedding features et as input in the data

association branch.

Finally, the proposed method generates robust trajecto-

ries with the well-refined embedding features ewr
t and ewr

t−1

in the data association process by

at,t−1 = BranchA
(

ewr

t ,ewr

t−1

)

, (6)

where at,t−1 denotes the association matrix that is ob-

tained by the embedding-based association algorithm [1] in

the data association head BranchA(·, ·). Based on the pro-

posed feature-decoupling Transformer module, our method

can suppress noise features and enhance target features of

occluded targets according to their different feature coeffi-

cients in the wavelet domain. Moreover, we improve noise-

decoupled embedding features to well-refined embedding

features to accurately identify heavily occluded targets in

the data association branch.

For the weakly supervised training of FDMOT, we pro-

pose a two-step training procedure and a joint loss. We first

adopt the Kalman filter tracker to generate the pseudo iden-

tity labels, and then use these pseudo labels to optimize the

tracking network with the joint loss Lt by

Lt = Ldet(d̂t,dt) + Lie(p̂t,pt) + Lea(p̂t,p
wr

t ), (7)

where Ldet(·, ·) denotes the detection loss [1]. Lie(·, ·) and

Lea(·, ·) are the k-class cross-entropy loss. k is the identity

number of trajectories. d̂t and dt denote the ground-truth

detection labels and the detection predictions. pt and pwr
t

are the predicted identities of the noise-decoupled and well-

refined embedding features.

Experiments. When dealing with the crowded scenes of

the MOT20 dataset, our FDMOT obtains comparable re-

sults on the evaluation metrics of MOTA, HOTA and ML

against the previous supervised MOT methods in Table 1.

In particular, FDMOT achieves a higher IDF1 (i.e., 76.0)

than the tracking-by-detection and joint-detection-and-

tracking methods [1, 2]. And it also outperforms the

Transformer-based method [5] by +9.1 MOTA, +9.9 IDF1

and +5.4 HOTA. Moreover, it surpasses the other weakly su-

pervised MOT methods [3, 4] in terms of IDF1, HOTA and

MT. The comparison results show that FDMOT can effec-

tively handle heavily occluded targets in crowded scenes by

improving the noise-decoupled embedding features into the

well-refined ones for accurately identifying and tracking tar-

gets. With the cooperation of the three feature-decoupling

Transformer-based branches, FDMOT effectively decouples

noisy features to generate the reliable detection predictions

and the well-refined embedding features for robust weakly

supervised tracking. Please refer to the Supporting infor-

mation for more detailed results.

Conclusion. We present a wavelet-domain feature-

decoupling Transformer-based tracking network for the

weakly supervised MOT task (FDMOT). Our FDMOT

has two improvements over the previous weakly supervised

methods. First, FDMOT decouples noisy intermediate fea-

tures caused by noisy pseudo identity labels in the wavelet

domain, extracting discriminative features for accurately de-

tecting and identifying multiple targets. Second, FDMOT

further improves the noise-decoupled embedding features

into the well-refined ones with the cooperation of the three

feature-decoupling Transformer-based branches, which can

accurately identify and track heavily occluded targets in

crowded scenes. Experimental results show the superiority

of FDMOT compared with several state-of-the-art super-

vised and weakly supervised MOT methods.
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